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Kozyatağı: On World Water Day, the club organized an activity called “Walking
for water” to increase the awareness of the subject. Sponsored by Wilo pumps, club
members, students from Doğa College and people from the community participated
to the event.
Ordu: Early diagnosis saves life, was the name of the seminar organized bu the
club. The aim of the activity was to attract the attention to the subject of breast cancer.
The seminar was organized for 300 women working at Progıda Hazelnut Processing
Integrated Facilities.
İskenderun: Rotarians, together with the Rotaractors and Interactors helped a
school which lacked a playroom for the students, build and furnish such a facility. During
the project, all the school rooms were painted by the young participants. Thanks to this
new space created with the help of the Rotarians, 90 nursing school level students will
be able to socially interact more on the premises.

Ege: The club, in a joint project with Agora Rotary Club of Izmir, started a blog site
aimed at promoting and creating awareness about Rotary for the young people. The
blog site can be reached at http://gencrotary.tumblr.com and is entitled Genç Rotary
)Young Rotary). The founding clubs are asking all the clubs in Turkey to promote this
blogsite in their facebook, twitter, pinterest and instagram like social sites.

Bursa Rotary Clubs: All the Rotary Clubs in Bursa, in collaboration with the
municipality of Nilüfer, organized a concert on Rotary’s week of World Understanding
and Peace. The performance was given by the orchestra which was nominated as a
candidate for 2012 Nobel Peace Prize. Antakya Civilizations Chorus is composed of
members from different religions and sects singing psalms and canticles and trying to
convey messages of love and understanding to the world. All members of the chorus are
amateur musicians from three different religions and seven different sects. They come
from the Antakya region, old Antioch, which is known to be one of the historical places
where people from different backgrounds and religions lived in peace and harmony in
the past.
Ölüdeniz: The club donated a smart blackboard to a school in Kaya Village
reknown in the area as Friendship an Peace Village. This was the first time that a smart
blackboard was installed in a school in the province of Fethiye. The blackboard is
connected to a computer and a projector, which helps reflect different materials to the
board. The Turkish government’s Ministry of Education, is presently pursuing a project
which aims to bring to all schools the smartboard technology
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